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A B S T R A C T

The effect of nanobump structure (NS) constructed with molybdenum oxide (MoO3) covering aerosol-derived Ag
nanoparticles on organic solar cells is systematically explored by varying the MoO3 thickness. The amount of
enhanced light absorption by the NS-induced scattering and plasmonic resonance effects increases with de-
creasing MoO3 thickness. Meanwhile, the oval-shape NS with fully enclosed Ag nanoparticles by MoO3 leads to
significantly improved carrier extraction due to decreased ohmic loss, while the NS with partially covered Ag
nanoparticles by thin MoO3 degrades device performance arising from increased recombination and leakage loss.
Thus, the optimal MoO3 thickness occurs around 20 nm for 40 nm sized nanoparticles where the enhanced
carrier generation and the improved carrier extraction by the NS effectively contribute to the improvement in
photocurrent. Therefore, our analysis on carrier dynamics of plasmonic organic solar cells incorporating the NS
would provide a clear guideline for optimizing device performance.

1. Introduction

Organic solar cell (OSC) is a very promising alternative to conven-
tional inorganic solar cells owing to its commercialization and proces-
sing advantages such as low-cost, light-weight, flexible, thin, large-area
features, and simple process [1,2]. It is well-known that the power
conversion efficiency (PCE) of OSCs is limited by the mismatch between
carrier transport scale (∼several tens of nanometre) and optical ab-
sorption length (< 100 nm) [3]. In this respect, there have been many
efforts to harness more light in OSCs without deteriorating their elec-
trical properties [4–7]. Among these, implementing noble metallic na-
noparticles (NPs) in OSCs is a very efficient strategy to enhance light
harvesting induced by plasmonic effect. Here, the increased absorption
from localized surface plasmon resonance near NPs and the elongated
optical paths for incident light by scattering lead to the outstanding

improvement in PCE of single and tandem OSCs [4,7–11]. Also, NPs
have been exploited to achieve electrical enhancement by using their
high carrier mobility and well-aligned energy levels with an active
material, which effectively transports generated carriers into electrodes
with small losses [12]. Meanwhile, the surface texture of nanos-
tructured electrodes or buffer layers in OSCs has been used to increase
light absorption inside active layer by the multiple reflection and
grating effect [8,13–15]. Here, the enlarged interface area between an
active layer and a buffer layer also provides a significant enhancement
in PCE owing to improved carrier swept-out to electrodes [12].

However, the role of NPs and nanostructures is still a controversial
issue, because the increased absorption inside active layer by them is
not always channelled into highly efficient devices [16,17]. According
to previous reports, unfilled polymer voids formed in a height-modu-
lated active layer by underlying nanostructures degrade the device
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performance [18]. Additionally, a direct contact between polymer
layers and NPs may promote non-radiative energy transfer among
them, which generally increases exciton quenching [19]. Moreover, the
reduced charge collection in OSCs including NPs is exhibited from
metal-mediated recombination losses [16,17,20]. Considering the
aforementioned effects of nanostructures on PCE enhancement or de-
traction of OSCs, dielectric encapsulated nanostructures have been
suggested to maximize device performance by reducing exciton
quenching or recombination losses [21,22]. Nevertheless, these pro-
posed methods also have a similar problem, the existence of competi-
tion between optical field enhancement and carrier annihilation by
them [17]. Besides, to date, the effect of encapsulation layer's thickness
on the performance of OSCs has not been systematically analysed, de-
spite its importance. Thus, it is imperative to analyse the effect of
plasmonic structures consisting of encapsulated NPs or nanostructures
to enhance the device performance in optical and electrical aspects.

In this study, the plasmonic nanobump structure (NS), constructed
with thermally evaporated MoO3 covering aerosol-derived Ag NPs, is
adopted to systematically explore the effect of MoO3 thickness (tM) on
carrier generation and extraction in the device. By varying the tM from
5 to 30 nm, the NS including 40 nm-sized NPs has different oval-shapes
protruded into the active layer and the encapsulated status of NPs is
controlled. The PCE of OSCs embedding the NS with tM of 20–30 nm is
improved and the best performance (14% enhancement) is achieved at
tM of 20 nm, whereas the devices with partially uncovered Ag NP by a
thin tM of 5–10 nm show lower efficiency compared to those with flat
MoO3 layer. The underlying mechanism of enhanced or degraded per-
formance of the device embedding the NS with different tM is analysed
by optical and electrical characterizations through UV–visible spectro-
scopy, optical simulation, photoluminescence (PL), current density-
voltage (J-V), and capacitance-voltage (C–V) measurements. As a result,
we have successfully clarified the role of NS on the device performance
in terms of the enhanced light harvesting, exciton quenching, and re-
combination losses, which allows us to find the optimized device
structure for highly efficient OSCs.

2. Experimental

The schematic of OSCs with NS is shown in Fig. 1a. The Indium tin
oxide (ITO) patterned glass was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and
acetone for 15min and dried in a vacuum oven. The substrate was
treated with UV-ozone to remove remaining solvent followed by Ag NPs
deposition on the ITO. Here, the precisely size-controlled Ag NPs were
generated by an evaporation and condensation method based on
aerosol process at ambient pressure [23–25]. Also, the diameter of NPs
was fixed at 40 nm, since the most efficient plasmonic effect is occurred
at this NP's size according to our previous report [11]. The concentra-
tion of NPs is ∼0.5×109/cm2, which is estimated from field emission
scanning electron microscopy images (AURIGA, Carl Zeiss). To eluci-
date the effect of tM on OSCs, MoO3 with different thickness (5–30 nm)
was deposited on the Ag NP pre-deposited ITO at a high vacuum
chamber (< 5×10−7 Torr), which results in the formation of NS.
Then, 100 nm of polymer blend in dichlorobenzene (25mg mL-1), poly
[N-9″-hepta-decanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4′,7′-di-2-thienyl-2′,1′,3′-
benzothiadiazole) (PCDTBT) and [6,6]-phenyl C70 butyric acid methyl-
ester (PC70BM) (1:4, weight ratio), was spin casted on the NS. The
coated film was annealed 2 h in a high vacuum chamber to remove
remaining solvents. After that, 0.5 nm of LiF and 100 nm of Al were
sequentially deposited by thermal evaporation method. To investigate
the effect depending on the thickness variation of buffer layer, we also
fabricated reference devices including the same tM without NPs as the
devices embedding NS. All the fabrication processes were performed in
a nitrogen filled glove box and a high vacuum chamber. Hereafter, we
denote the NS with d nm tM as NS-d and the flat buffer layer with the
same thickness as flat-d.

The J-V characteristics were measured by using a Keithley 237

source measurement unit under dark and AM 1.5G illumination con-
dition at an intensity of 100mW/cm2 with an Oriel S013ATM solar
simulator, calibrated by a standard silicon reference solar cell (91150V,
Newport). The accuracy of measurement is re-examined by comparing
photocurrent density of device and integration of its external quantum
efficiency under AM 1.5 G condition. In addition, the neutral density
filter was used to investigate the light intensity dependence of device
performance. To calculate carrier density and recombination losses, the
C–V characteristics of devices under dark condition were measured
from −1.2–1.2 V at 100 kHz using an impedance analyser (4192A,
Agilent technologies). For analysing plasmonic effect induced by NS,
the absorption of PCDTBT:PC70BM film with NS was measured de-
pending on different tM. In addition, the films on flat buffer layer with
the same tM as the NS were also analysed to remove side effects such as
the change of transmittance and reflectance of ITO/MoO3 substrate
caused by the different thickness of dielectric layer. These were per-
formed using the Cary 5000 UV–Vis–NIR spectrophotometer (Agilent
Technologies) with integrating sphere system. Furthermore, the steady-
state and time resolved PL excited by 405 nm laser diode were recorded
using iHR320 (Horiba, Ltd.).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Nano-morphology of NS

To verify the nano-morphology and encapsulating status of NS de-
pending on tM, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of
OSCs was performed. Fig. 1b–e shows cross-sectional TEM images of
NS-5, 10, 20, and 30. The upper parts of NPs in NS-5 and 10 are fully
covered by MoO3, while the sides of them are partially disclosed into the
polymer blend. Here, approximately 60% and 25% of NP's surface area
are exposed to the polymer blend in the NS-5 and 10, respectively. On

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of OSCs with NS. Cross-sectional TEM images of OSCs
including NS with different tM: (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 20, and (e) 30 nm.
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the other hand, NPs in NS-20 and 30 are fully isolated from the active
layer, with minimum MoO3 thickness of 4 and 7 nm, respectively. Also,
the upper parts of them are covered with the same thickness as the tM
directly deposited on the ITO layer. The shape of NS is close to an oval
structure caused by the shadowing effect of thermal deposition process
during MoO3 formation on the pre-deposited NPs. This analysis guar-
antees that the encapsulation status of NPs can be tuned by controlling
tM, which is difficult to realize for the case of solution process.

3.2. Device performance of OSC with NS

Fig. 2 and Table 1 show the device performance of OSCs with and
without NS employing different tM. Device parameters of OSCs without
NS, short circuit current density (JSC), open circuit voltage (VOC), fill
factor (FF), and PCE, are in a similar range when the tM is thinner than
20 nm. In contrast, the PCE of device including flat-30 (4.61%) slightly
decreases due to reduced FF (0.58). For the case of NS incorporated
devices, the PCE of OSCs with NS-20 (5.79%) is enhanced compared to
that with flat-20 (5.12%) as a consequence of increased photocurrent.
And, the improvement in FF of device with NS-30 (0.62) leads to better
device performance (PCE of 5.11%) than that of OSCs with flat-30.
Hence, the improvement in the PCE of OSC is achieved by adopting NPs
fully enclosed by tM less than 30 nm. Meanwhile, in spite of enlarged
interface area between the active layer and the buffer layer from NS,
PCEs of OSCs containing incompletely encapsulated NPs, (NS-5: 3.30%
and NS-10: 4.70%) decrease in comparison with those of OSCs in-
cluding the same flat-d without NPs. This low PCE of these samples is
attributed to decreased FF and VOC without any enhancement in JSC.
Especially, these photovoltaic parameters of OSCs embedding partially

encapsulated NPs (tM≤ 10 nm) degrade, as the tM decreases. This result
is inconsistent with previous reports about the interaction between NPs
and organic semiconducting materials demonstrating that the exciton
generation increases as the distance between NPs and organic material
decreases [22,26,27]. To find out the origin of this discrepancy, the
electrical and optical effects of NS on OSCs were systematically studied
in aspects of exciton generation, exciton lifetime, and carrier transport.

3.3. Exciton generation

To explore how the NSs affect light absorption characteristics of the
device, we compared UV–visible absorption spectra of polymer blend
films with and without NS, as presented in Fig. 3a. In all cases, films
including NS consistently absorb more light compared to flat films with
the same tM within 450–650 nm wavelength range, where plasmon
resonance of NPs takes place. As a quantitative measure of absorption
enhancement induced by the NS, we evaluated the integrated en-
hancement factor, defined as the relative increase of the total absorp-
tion in the films with NS-d compared to those with flat-d within
PCDTBT: PC70BM absorption band (380–720 nm) under AM 1.5G illu-
mination (Fig. 3b). For all the samples, the absorption enhancement
factors are positive, clearly indicating the inclusion of NSs is beneficial
in terms of exciton generation. The enhancement factor, however, de-
creases from 11% to 3% as tM increases from 5 nm to 30 nm.

In order to explain the origin of the absorption enhancement in-
duced by the NSs, we performed electromagnetic simulations using the
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD, Lumerical) method, which de-
monstrates the effects of scattering and local electric field enhancement
due to the plasmon resonance of the embedded Ag NPs. The scattering
by NS is distinctly enhanced in 450–650 nm wavelength (See Fig. S1a),
which coincides with the absorption enhancement of films with the
NSs. Here the scattering intensity of all the samples are in the similar
level regardless of the thickness of the encapsulating layer because of
modest difference in refractive indices of MoO3 and PCDTBT:PC70BM.
On the other hand, the enhancement in electric field near the NPs as-
sociated with localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) only reaches
in the vicinity of them. The LSPR induced by NS exponentially decays as
it goes farther from the metal surface with the characteristic length of a
few tens of nano meters as shown in Fig. 3c [28]. Therefore, the ab-
sorption enhancement due to the local field enhancement decreases
with increasing tM as the smaller volume of the active material is in-
cluded in the effective region, which agrees with the downward trend
observed in Fig. 3b. Recognizing that light absorption mainly occurs in
the active layer by generating excitons, the measured enhancement in
JSC of NS-20 and 30 is attributed to the optical absorption enhancement
by plasmon resonances. However, in the devices with thinner en-
capsulation layer (NS-5 and 10), the improved exciton generation fails
to increase JSC, and we believe this cannot be explained solely by

Fig. 2. J-V Characteristics of OSCs (a) without and (b) with NS employing
different tM.

Table 1
Device performance of the OSCs with and without NS employing different
thickness of MoO3 (tM), where the average and standard deviation values of the
device parameters are presented. Here, the average and standard deviation
values were derived from 5 different samples.

tM Device JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) FF PCE (%)

5 nm Flat 9.61 ± 0.18 0.88 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.01 5.24 ± 0.18
NS 9.22 ± 0.13 0.70 ± 0.03 0.50 ± 0.04 3.30 ± 0.28

10 nm Flat 9.55 ± 0.09 0.87 ± 0.01 0.61 ± 0.01 5.11 ± 0.04
NS 9.61 ± 0.18 0.84 ± 0.02 0.58 ± 0.01 4.70 ± 0.21

20 nm Flat 9.58 ± 0.15 0.87 ± 0.01 0.61 ± 0.01 5.12 ± 0.13
NS 11.13 ± 0.24 0.87 ± 0.01 0.60 ± 0.01 5.79 ± 0.13

30 nm Flat 9.19 ± 0.13 0.86 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.01 4.61 ± 0.13
NS 9.34 ± 0.24 0.87 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.01 5.11 ± 0.27
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optical analysis. In the next session, we investigate the electrical
properties of our devices revealing that the imperfect encapsulation of
Ag NPs leads to severe exciton quenching.

3.4. Exciton lifetime

To clarify why the increased absorption of films with partially
covered NPs does not affect JSC, the exciton generation and quenching
in films with NS depending on the tM was studied using PL of donor
only film excited by 405 nm wavelength laser diode. The samples for PL
measurement were prepared by spin-coating of PCDTBT layer
(∼40 nm) onto MoO3 layer with and without Ag NPs. Fig. 4a shows the
steady state PL intensity of the four kinds of NS samples compared to
one without NS (tM=10 nm). The PL intensities increase in a broad
range in the film with fully covered NPs (NS-20 and 30), showing a
peak at 690 nm wavelength, whereas those of polymer casted on NS-5
and 10 are lower than the case without NS. These results show different
tendency from the absorption measurement in that the absorption of all
the samples with NSs regardless of tM is enhanced in comparison with
that of the reference ones. The PL intensity is commonly determined by
two factors: the decay of photo generated exciton and the frequency
overlap between the plasmonic peak of NS and the energy band gap of
polymer. Although absorption enhancement induced by the plasmonic
NS is in a similar range, PL intensity of films with NS-5 and 10 is lower
than that without NS. Hence, it can be inferred that the exciton anni-
hilation plays a role to decrease the steady-state PL intensity due to the
direct contact of Ag NPs with polymer in those cases (Fig. 1b and c).
[29,30]. Meanwhile, in the films with NS-20 and 30, Ag NPs are fully
isolated from the polymer by the MoO3, the exciton quenching from
NPs is negligible compared to the enhanced exciton generation induced
by plasmonic effect. Especially, the PL intensity of NS-20 is higher than
that of NS-30. As aforementioned, this phenomenon might be attributed
to the less amount of exciton in a polymer casted on NS-30 than that on

NS-20, because the plasmonic near-field enhancement induced by NS
decreases as the distance between the NPs and the polymer increases.

For directly measuring the decay time of exciton in PCDTBT with
NS, the exciton lifetime was calculated from time-resolved PL at the
wavelength of 690 nm using multi-exponential function as shown in
Fig. 4b [31]. The observed lifetime of the polymer with NS-20 and 30
are 520 ± 15 and 531 ± 24 ps, respectively. Interestingly, these va-
lues are similar to exciton lifetime of film deposited on the flat buffer
layer (520 ± 18 ps). In contrast, excitons in film including the NS–5
and 10 are decayed faster (378 ± 20 and 448 ± 15 ps, respectively).
The short lifetime is normally related to non-radiative energy transfer
from polymer, so the excitons in films with NS-5 and 10 have more
chance of annihilation than the other cases. Therefore, the proper tM,
just fully capping Ag NPs, prevents generated exciton from their anni-
hilation inside device, which results in maximizing the generation of
carrier induced by the plasmonic effect from NS.

3.5. Carrier transport: leakage and ohmic losses

Next, we investigate the behaviour of generated carriers swept-out
to electrodes in devices with and without NS. In order to analyse losses
from leakage paths and contact resistance, the equivalent circuit model
was applied to OSCs by introducing shunt (RSH) and series (RS) re-
sistances derived from entire J-V curve under light irradiation [32]. Fig. 5
illustrates the RS and RSH values of OSCs as a function of tM. It is ob-
served that the RS of devices without NS increases as tM increases. Since
the interface between the active layer and the cathode (LiF/Al) is
maintained the same among the samples, this increase of ohmic losses
in OSCs with increasing flat MoO3 is mainly attributed to reduced
carrier swept-out to the anode due to prolonged hole carrier extraction
path. Thus, the reduced PCE of OSCs fabricated on the flat-30 can be
explained by the increased ohmic losses during carrier transport pro-
cess, thereby resulting in low FF of the OSC, which is consistent with

Fig. 3. (a) Absorption of films (∼40 nm, PCDTBT:PC70BM) with and without NS. (b) Integrated absorption enhancement of films (weighted solar spectrum based on
AM 1.5 G) with NS compared to case with flat as a function of tM. The average and standard deviation of the ratio are achieved from 7 different batches. (c) Electric
field distribution (λ=550 nm, xz plane) of film with NS-5 and 30. Here, the absorption coefficient (k) of all layer is fixed 0 to remove side effect from the variation
NS's volume due to different tM.
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the study of P3HT: PC60BM blends based OSCs with different tM [33]. In
the meantime, the RS values of OSC with NS-10, 20, and 30 are lower
than those of each reference samples including the same tM. Particu-
larly, these values are lower than the RS of OSC with flat-5. It means
that the insertion of Ag NPs in MoO3 layer of OSCs leads to significant
enhancement in carrier extraction, which is not observed in the OSC
implementing core/shell type NPs [21,22,34]. We believe that this
enhancement is originated by the following three reasons. First, the
interface area between an active layer and a hole extraction layer is
enlarged due to protruded structure of NS into the active layer, which is
favourable to reduce the RS. On the other hand, in the case of NPs
enclosed by dielectric shell and/or covered by solution-processed buffer
layer, the hole buffer and active layer maintain a flat structure, where it
is difficult to observe the reduced carrier loss happen in the undulated
active layer. In addition, the distance between the anode and the active
layer in OSCs with NS is effectively shortened compared to the case
without NS as shown in Fig. 1. For instance, the side of NP is covered by
thinner dielectric layer compared to the targeted deposition thickness,
even in cases of fully encapsulated one (NS-20: ∼4 nm, NS-30: ∼7 nm).
It is well-known that the carrier can transport to the electrode with
small losses throughout thin dielectric layer less than 10 nm [33]. In the
case of core/shell type NPs whose shell's thickness is thicker than tens
of nanometre, the enhanced carrier transport is not observed, since the
carrier loss monotonically increases as the shell thickness of the di-
electric layer increases. Furthermore, the carrier mobility through NPs
is much faster than that in MoO3 and polymer layers, so that the gen-
erated carrier can effectively move to the electrode with small ohmic
losses [34]. Here, the NPs inside NS are directly contacted with the
anode, while NPs are not directly connected with an electrode in a

core/shell structure. Thus, the oval-shaped NS enables carriers to be
extracted with minimized ohmic losses. Not only reduced RS, but also
enhanced current density at a high forward bias (1 V) is a supportive
evidence of decreased ohmic losses in OSCs with NS, in comparison
with ones without NS. Here, the RS of device with NS-5 is higher
compared to the other devices, because the J-V curve of it follows the
non-ideal diode behaviour, resulting in reduction of slope at VOC (See
Fig. S2). Nevertheless, the current density of OSC including NS-5 is
much higher than that of one with flat-5 at a high forward bias owing to
the aforementioned reasons. Therefore, the enhancement in extraction
of generated carrier to electrode is pronounced in the OSCs with NS and
undulated active layer, arising from decreased ohmic losses regardless
of NP's encapsulation status.

Meanwhile, RSHs of OSCs with uncovered NPs, NS-5 (448Ω) and 10
(511Ω), are dramatically reduced in comparison with the cases of flat
one (705–756Ω), as shown in Fig. 5b. On the other hand, RSHs of device
with NS-20 (665Ω) and 30 (675Ω), including fully covered NPs, are
similar to those of device without NPs, despite shortened distance be-
tween the anode and the cathode due to embedded NPs [18]. Since the
RSH represents leakage features inside devices, these results indicate
that partially encapsulated NPs inside OSCs work as leakage paths,
while fully covered one does not affect carrier losses from leakage.
These properties are also observed in Semi-log J-V plot of OSCs under
dark condition (See Fig. S3), which illustrates that the current density
of OSC with NS at a reverse bias (−1 V) is inversely proportional to the
tM. It is noted that the two orders of magnitude higher reverse dark
current of device with NS-5, in comparison with those embedding NS-
20 and 30, is observed. As a result, FFs of devices containing NS-5

Fig. 4. (a) Steady state PL and (b) Transient PL of PCDTBT films with NS ex-
cited by 405 nm laser. The tM of films without NS was 10 nm. Fig. 5. (a) RS and (b) RSH of devices with and without NS embedding different

tM. The inset of (b) represents equivalent circuit model for this analysis.
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(0.50) and 10 (0.58) are reduced and thereby PCE of them are sig-
nificantly deteriorated. Meanwhile, in the cases with NS-20 and 30,
photo generated carriers effectively move to electrode with small losses
from the leakage, resulting in better PCE compared to their corre-
sponding reference devices. Hence, distinct electrical features of NS
with fully covered NPs compared to core/shell type NPs, to enhance
carrier extraction without increasing leakage, lead to the improvement
in PCE of OSC with NS, while the increased exciton generation and
carrier extraction of OSCs with partially covered NPs are negated by
leakage losses.

3.6. Carrier transport: recombination losses

For a more detailed study, we measured the impedance spectro-
scopy to analyse the carrier recombination in the device incorporating
NS with different tM. Fig. 6 shows the dependence of capacitance versus
voltage (C–V) characteristics in OSCs with NS under dark condition.
With a fixed thickness of polymer layer (∼100 nm), the capacitance of
devices embedding NS-20 and 30 is higher than that with NS-10. Here,
the slope of C–V characteristics was utilized to estimate the carrier
density (NC) based on Mott-Schottky model [35,36]. The calculated NC
of OSCs including NS-10 (9.8×1016/cm3) is lower than those of NS-20
(5.1×1017/cm3) and 30 (3.8×1017/cm3), which are in the same
range as the previous study on device with PCDTBT: PC70BM fabricated
on flat buffer layer [35]. However, this model is not well matched with
the cases of NS-5 because of its highly non-ideal diode behaviour
caused by the high leakage current. Generally, NC is determined by
excess carrier arising from the change of depletion region width, which
is affected by injection, generation, and annihilation of carriers [37]. In
this study, the photo-induced carrier generation in the active layer is
negligible because this analysis was conducted under dark condition,
and the interface for carrier injection and the energy level difference
between donor and acceptor materials were maintained the same
among all the devices. Thus, the decreased NC in the device with par-
tially covered NPs might be attributed to the recombination losses of
injected carrier. We believe that these partially covered NPs work as
recombination centres that increase losses and decrease NC inside the
active layer.

To establish how these traps contribute to the device performance
under illumination, the semi-log incident light intensity (PLight) de-
pendence of VOC for each sample was conducted at 300 K and 333 K as
shown in Fig. 7. According to the previous research, Langevin re-
combination loss is dominant when a slope of PLight- VOC (s) is near

thermal energy (KBT/q), where KB is Boltzman constant, T is absolute
temperature, and q is a charge of single electron [17,38]. Meanwhile,
the higher slope indicates the device performance is governed by trap-
assisted (Schokley-Read-Hall) recombination. At room temperature,
much steeper PLight-VOC slope is observed in the device with NS-10
(s= 1.79 ∙ KBT/q), whereas these of NS-20 (s= 1.02∙ KBT/q) and 30
(s= 1.02 ∙ KBT/q) embedded devices are similar to the thermal energy.
These results indicate that the photo-generated carriers in OSCs with
NS-10, containing partially covered NPs, are recombined with their
counter carriers captured in traps, while the holes effectively move to
counter electrodes with small losses in the devices with NS-20 and 30
fully enclosing NPs. So, it is apparent that NPs directly contacted with
the active polymer act as trap sites with increasing recombination losses
under illumination as well as dark condition. Additionally, the de-
creased slope of device casted on NS-10 (s= 1.64 ∙ KBT/q) at higher
temperature (333 K) is another supportive evidence to explain the re-
lation between NPs’ encapsulated status and recombination character-
istic because the possibility of releasing carriers captured in traps in-
creases with raised thermal energy. In contrast, the slopes of cases with
NS-20 and 30 are almost the same as the value at room-temperature
regardless of increased thermal energy. Such trap assisted recombina-
tion losses prevent carriers from effectively transporting to electrodes in
devices, so that the lower device performance of samples with NS-5 and
10 is exhibited. Moreover, it is observed that the device performance of
OSCs with partially covered NPs is degraded as the light intensity di-
minishes (See Fig. S4). These can be ascribed to that most of the photo-
generated carrier in low light intensity (20mW/cm2) is used to fill up
the trap sites, which leads to remarkably reduced PCE of OSCs. On the
other hand, the PCE of devices containing NS-20 and 30 are in-
dependent on the light intensity, revealing the small losses during ex-
traction process. Therefore, our optical and electrical analyses reveal
that the NS fully covering NPs in OSCs enhance carrier extraction
without changing losses, while the increased carrier annihilation by
trap-assisted leakage losses in partially covered NPs deteriorates the
device performance.

4. Conclusion

We have analysed the effect of NS, consisting of 5–30 nm-thick
MoO3 and 40 nm-size Ag NPs, on the performance of PCDTBT:PC70BM
solar cells. The PCE of OSCs embedding the oval-shape NS with tM of
20–30 nm is improved and the best performance is achieved at tM of
20 nm, whereas the devices with partially uncovered Ag NP by a thin tM
of 5–10 nm show lower efficiency compared to the devices with flat
MoO3 layer. The observed improvements are attributed to enhanced

Fig. 6. Capacitance-voltage (C–V) characteristics of OSCs under dark condition.
The graph indicated that the carrier density decreased in the device with par-
tially covered NPs, while the device with thick buffer layer maintained its
carrier density.

Fig. 7. VOC of OSCs employing NS with different tM as a function of light in-
tensity.
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exciton generation and improved carrier extraction by the NS-induced
plasmonic effect and the undulated surface of active layer. The de-
graded performance of device including NS with the partially disclosed
NPs is caused by the short lifetime of exciton, the trap-assisted re-
combination, and leakage loss. As a result, our systematic analysis of
the NS on plasmonic OSCs allows one to optimize the device perfor-
mance through both the optical and electrical enhancements.
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